Climate Warming and Disease Risks for Terrestrial and Marine Biota
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Infectious diseases cause rapid population declines or species extinctions. Many pathogens of terrestrial and marine taxa are sensitive to temperature, rainfall, and humidity, creating synergisms that could affect biodiversity. Climate warming can increase pathogen development and survival rates, disease transmission, and host susceptibility. Although most host–parasite systems are predicted to experience more frequent or severe disease impacts with warming, a subset of pathogens might decline with warming, releasing hosts from disease. Recently, changes in El Niño–Southern Oscillation events have had a detectable influence on marine and terrestrial pathogens, including coral diseases, oyster pathogens, crop pathogens, Rift Valley fever, and human cholera. To improve our ability to predict epidemics in wild populations, it will be necessary to separate the independent and interactive effects of multiple climate drivers on disease impact.

Infectious diseases are strong biotic forces that can threaten biodiversity by catalyzing population declines and accelerating extinctions. Pathogens are implicated in recent declines of Australian and Central American frogs (1, 2), Hawaiian forest birds, and African wild dogs (3). Invertebrate extinctions associated with disease include the Polyne- 
vian tree snail (4) and a marine limpet (5). Pathogens also contribute to declines of threatened species such as lions (Fig. 1), cranes, eagles, and black-footed ferrets (6, 7). Plant pathogens can cause problems not only for their immediate hosts but also for their associated fauna and ecological communities. For example, the Asian chestnut blight fungus (Cryphonectria parasitica) effectively extirpated the American chestnut (Castanea dentata) from eastern United States forests (8), causing the apparent extinction of several phytophagous insects (9). In Australia, the root-infecting fungus Phytophthora cinnamomi converted large areas of Eucalyptus forest to monocot-dominated open savanna (10), eliminating potential nest sites and food for many animals (11, 12).

Anthropogenic climate change is having measurable effects on ecosystems, communities, and populations (13). Understanding links between infectious disease and climate is more difficult, given the paucity of baseline disease data, the multivariate nature of climate change, and nonlinear thresholds in both disease and climate processes (14). Associations between climate and disease do not necessarily imply causation, but results from correlational studies and short-term experiments can help us to separate the effects of climate from other components of global change. We review the potential consequences of temperature changes on infectious diseases and consider the hypothesis that climate warming will affect host–pathogen interactions by (i) increasing pathogen development rates, transmission, and number of generations per year; (ii) relaxing overwintering restrictions on pathogen life cycles (Fig. 2); and (iii) modifying host susceptibility to infection. Changes in these mechanisms could cause pathogen range expansions and host declines, or could release hosts from disease control by interfering with the precise conditions required by many parasites. Clearly, not all pathogens have equal potential to control host populations or to be affected by warming. We predict that climate warming will disproportionately affect pathogens with complex life cycles or those that infect non–homeothermic hosts during one or more life cycle phases.

Despite known impacts of infectious diseases, the combined effects of climate change and disease on biodiversity have rarely been considered (2, 15–17). Difficulty in separat-

Climate: Current and Predicted Changes

Terrestrial systems. The rate of climate change resulting from increased greenhouse gases and changes in land and water use is expected to be rapid on an evolutionary time scale (16). The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (24) provides projections for terrestrial ecosystems. Mean global surface air temperature is projected to increase by 1.4° to 5.8°C by 2100 relative to 1990, with the magnitude of the increase varying both spatially and temporally. Continental regions and higher latitudes are projected to warm more than coastal regions and the tropics. Nighttime minimum temperatures are expected to increase more than daytime maximum temperatures, and winter temperatures are expected to increase more than summer temperatures. Warming will alter other aspects of climate relevant to disease, particularly humidity and precipitation. Some areas will experience more intense precipitation events and increased humidity while others have an increased risk of drought. Generally, globally averaged water vapor pressure, evaporation, and precipitation are projected to increase (24). However, predicted changes in hydrologic variables are much less robust than changes in temperature, so we focus on the potential effects of temperature.

Marine systems. The direct components of predicted climate change affecting marine organisms over the next century are (i) temperature increase, (ii) sea level increase and subsequent changes in ocean circulation, and (iii) decrease in salinity (24). Coastal ocean temperature increases are expected to be slightly lower than the IPCC projected increases for land, but still rise measurably. Sea level is...
expected to rise by 0.09 to 0.88 m. Effects on ocean circulation and potential climate feedbacks cause large uncertainty in many climate predictions. For example, the direction of the North Atlantic Oscillation, which influences temperate climate and has been hypothesized to affect Caribbean disease outbreaks (25), is determined by warming in tropical oceans (20). In addition to a mean increase in temperature, extremes are expected to increase and intermittent phenomena such as El Niño may change (21, 22).

**Impacts of Climate on Disease**

*Plant disease.* Climate change can influence plant disease by altering biological processes of the pathogen, host, or disease-spreading organisms. Direct effects on pathogens are likely to be strongest, although different pathogen life stages may vary in their climatic susceptibilities. Winter is a major period of pathogen mortality, potentially killing more than 99% of the pathogen population annually (26). Greater overwintering success of pathogens will likely increase disease severity. Because temperatures are expected to increase more in winter than in other seasons, this population bottleneck may be removed for many pathogens.

Several plant diseases are more severe after mild winters or during warmer temperatures (27), which suggests that directional climate warming will alter plant disease severity (23). For example, laboratory and Australian field studies indicate that the fungus causing Mediterranean oak decline, *Phytophthora cinnamomi*, causes more severe root rot at higher temperatures than the current Mediterranean average (28). In a 14-year field study in England, the Dutch elm disease fungus (*Ophiostoma novo-ulmi*) caused greater defoliation in warmer years (29). In a 39-year dendrochronological study in Maine, beech bark canker caused by *Nectria* spp. was worse after mild winters or dry autumns—conditions favoring survival and spread of the beech scale insect, which predisposes beech to fungal infection (30). Wheat stripe rust (*Puccinia striiformis*) in the Pacific Northwest was less severe during years of low temperature and rainfall from 1969 to 1986 (18).

The number of generations for polycyclic pathogens and seasonal growth of other pathogens may increase under climate change through two mechanisms—longer growing seasons and accelerated pathogen development. Temperature optima for within-host growth of fungal pathogens are generally 20° to 25°C, with maxima of 30°C or higher (31, 32), so this time a critical variable. Because night temperatures are projected to increase more than day temperatures, climate warming may increase or decrease fungal infection and sporulation, depending on whether temperatures move closer to or farther from the typical optimum of 24°C (32) (Fig. 1).

Climatic variation can also influence host resistance and growth. Warming can decrease plant resistance to both fungi and viruses (27). Plant species that have faster growth rates in warmer climates may also experience increased disease severity, because higher host density increases the
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**Fig. 1.** Diseases of potential conservation significance or with climate links. (A) Spores of the protozoan parasite *Ophryocystis elektroscirrhosa* are sandwiched between abdominal scales of their host, the monarch butterfly. Climate warming that extends the breeding season of their hosts in temperate North America may also increase the prevalence of this disease, and heavily infected populations currently persist in mild climates where hosts breed year-round. [Photos by Karen Oberhauser and De Cansler] (B) Diseased lion infested with *Stomoxys* flies during a canine distemper outbreak (81) in the Ngorongoro Crater, Africa (February 2001). [Photo by Craig Packer] (C) Lesions and tumors on sea fans (*Gorgonia ventalina*) caused by the temperature-sensitive fungus *Aspergillus sydowi*. Scale bar, 5 cm. [Photo by Kiho Kim] (D) A leaf spot disease of *Aster azureus* caused by the fungus *Septoria* sp. The spread of such foliar fungal pathogens often depends critically on temperature and moisture. [Photo by Charles Mitchell]
Valley fever, African horse sickness, and plague (27). Correlations between El Niño events and disease outbreaks, however, are not perfect, in part because El Niño does not always parasites is timing of hypobiosis, or arrested development, determined by temperature and moisture (27). For example, in *Trichosontryclus tenius*, a nematode parasite of red grouse, larval hypobiosis occurs during winter and is responsible for seasonal disease occurrence and springtime mortality in red grouse (46).

Disease and climate-mediated synergies affect many wild avian populations. Field and laboratory studies demonstrate that avian malaria (*Plasmodium relictum*) and *Gyppus varius* introduced into Hawaiian causing marked declines in endemic forest birds (Fig. 3) (47), and that disease risk follows an elevation gradient. Malaria and *P. varius* transmission are more intense in mid-elevation forests where mosquitoes and endemic birds have the greatest overlap, and are lowest at high elevations where mosquitoes are limited by cool temperatures. Transmission of malaria and *P. varius* therefore varies from endemic transmission in warm, low-elevation forests to irregular outbreaks at mid-elevation forests. Temperature differences along this gradient affect factors that contribute to vector capacity and determine the basic reproductive ratio of this disease (48), including the abundance of mosquito vectors, vector oviposition rate, larval development, adult survival, biting rate, and incubation time (27). These factors contribute to vector capacity and determine the basic reproductive ratio of this disease (48) in birds.

The spread of certain viral, protozoan, and nematode parasites in temperate insects may be favored by warmer climates that increase the host’s breeding season. Prevalence of the protozoan parasite *Ophryocystis elektroscirrha* (Fig. 1) is higher in monarch butterfly populations that breed year-round in warm regions than in more seasonal climates where monarchs migrate long distances between breeding intervals (49). Substantial decay of gypsy moth nuclear polyhedrosis virus on host egg cases during winter results in small epidemics early in the summer, followed by a larger wave of infection later in the season (50). Thus, conditions that enhance pathogen winter survival or extend host breeding periods increase the abundance of many viral and protozoan insect parasites.

Warming might limit certain emerging wildlife diseases. Amphibian population declines in Central America and Australia are linked to emerging chytrid and iridoviral dis-
The geographic ranges of the chytrid epizootic are currently limited by a requirement for cool, moist, high-altitude conditions; hence, this pathogen may be one of a few for which climate warming could disrupt disease spread (27). Entomopathogenic fungi of insects are also projected to decrease with climate warming. Fungal entomopathogens typically have higher prevalence and cause greater mortality under cool, humid conditions. The gypsy moth fungus (*Entomophaga maimaiga*) released to North America in the early 1900s did not affect host populations until the cool, wet spring of 1989 (31). Outbreaks of another insect pathogen (*Entomophthora muscae*) in muscoid flies usually coincide with periods of high rainfall and cool temperatures (52). Hot, dry conditions are thought to limit fungal growth and sporulation and may also enhance insect immunity and behavioral fevers (52). Thus, climate warming may limit some fungal entomopathogens and release insects from pathogen pressure (27).

Significant climate change will restructure communities as the current geographic ranges of species shift poleward. If vector-transmitted pathogens expand their ranges out from the tropics, they will experience a decreased diversity of hosts in temperate environments. This will focus the biting activities of their vectors on a less diverse host community, increasing the impact of pathogens on potentially novel hosts and reducing the dilution effect proposed by Schmidt and Ostfeld (53). Ecological restructuring and impacts on parasite-host relationships have at least three important implications for terrestrial conservation biology: (i) increasing the spread of pathogens into the temperate zone, where lower net biodiversity should reduce buffering effects that occur in more diverse tropical communities (53); (ii) triggering elevational changes of pathogen distribution in mountainous regions; and (iii) modifying seasonal patterns of pathogen outbreaks in temperate regions (Fig. 2).

**Marine diseases.** Recent papers have shown links between pathogens and changing ocean temperatures, including human diseases such as cholera (19, 54) and emerging coral pathogens (55). The coral bleaching associated with the 1998 El Niño event was the most geographically extensive and severe in recorded history (56, 57), causing pronounced mortality worldwide. Although reported only as bleaching-related mortality, the demise of some corals in the 1998 bleaching was accelerated by opportunistic infections, such as the mass mortality of the gorgonian coral *Briareum asbestinum* (58). Three coral pathogens grow well at temperatures close to or exceeding probable host optima, which suggests that they would increase in warmer seas (27) (Fig. 1). The bacterium *Vibrio shiloi* is temperature sensitive and causes bleaching in the coral *Oculina patagonica* (59). Heat-induced viruses could also be involved in temperature-induced coral bleaching (60). Another climatic anomaly hypothesized to initiate coral disease is transport of aeolian dust from Saharan Africa (mediated by a shift in the North Atlantic Oscillation) to the Caribbean (61).

Growth rates of marine bacteria (62) and fungi (63) are positively correlated with temperature. Among marine fungi, optimum temperatures for growth coincide with thermal stress and bleaching for many corals (63, 64), leading to likely co-occurrence of bleaching and fungal infection. Among marine invertebrates and eelgrass, many epizootics of unidentified pathogens are linked to temperature increases, but the mechanisms for pathogenesis are unknown (27). In 1999, gorgonian corals, scleractinian corals, zoanthids, and sponges in the Ligurian Sea were affected by a temperature-linked epizootic, where mortality likely resulted from the effects of environmental stress and an unidentified opportunistic pathogen (65). Although many disease-related mass mortalities in the ocean are associated with warming waters, colder disease on the U.S. east coast (*Perkinsus marinus*) extended its range from Long Island to Maine during a winter warming trend in which the winter cold-water barrier to pathogen growth was removed. El Niño events are also implicated in Eastern oyster diseases in the Gulf of Mexico, where *Perkinsus* is endemic. Gulf-wide *P. marinus* infection intensity and prevalence drop during cold, wet El Niño events and rise during warm, dry La Niña events (69).

Although there is evidence for temperature- and climate-related links in some marine diseases, lack of reliable baselines and incomplete disease time series complicates the partitioning of climate effects and other anthropogenic disturbances. A time series sufficiently long to detect climate effects is only available for oyster disease (70) and cholera (19, 71). Hayes et al. (25) posit a detectable increase in biological disturbances related to the North Atlantic Oscillation, but lack of baselines prevents accounting for the contribution of other anthropogenic factors such as eutrophication, overfishing (72), and aquaculture.

**Conclusions**

Links between climate change and disease will increase the severity of threats associated with climate warming. Increased disease can contribute to population or species declines, especially for generalist pathogens infecting multiple host species. The greatest impacts of disease may result from a relatively small number of emergent pathogens. Epidemics caused when these infect new hosts with little resistance or tolerance may lead to population declines, such as those that followed tree pathogen invasions in North America during the last century. Although we have emphasized threats of intensified parasitism, the loss of parasites can also affect biodiversity by releasing hosts from a major source of population regulation.

The most detectable effects of directional climate warming on disease relate to geographic range expansion of pathogens such as Rift Valley fever, dengue, and Eastern oyster disease. Factors other than climate change—such as changes in land use, vegetation, pollution, or increase in drug-resistant strains—may underlie these range expansions. Nonetheless, the numerous mechanisms linking climate warming and disease spread support the hypothesis that climate warming is contributing to ongoing range expansions.

We found no unequivocal examples of natural
urnal changes in severity or prevalence resulting from directional climate warming per se. However, current data on temperature-dependent pathogen development and replication rates, and on associations between disease occurrence and climate variation, suggest several ways in which climate warming has altered and will alter disease severity or prevalence. In the temperate zone, shorter, milder winters are expected to increase disease spread. In tropical oceans, warmer summers may increase host susceptibility through thermal stress. Decreased severity or prevalence with increasing temperature is expected for several types of diseases, such as amphibian chytridiomycosis, coldwater disease of fish, and fungal pathogens of insects.

Given the challenge of linking disease impacts and directional climate change for well-studied agricultural, mariculture, and human diseases, it is not yet possible to predict the consequences for biodiversity. Very few empirical studies directly explore the relationship between climate and transmission of or resistance to disease. Even fewer explore interactions between temperature and components of a pathogen’s life cycle (29, 73, 74). We therefore identify four priorities for research to improve our ability to predict impacts of climate change on diseases:

1. Collect baseline data on diseases of wild populations. Baseline disease data are critical to predict changes in a warming climate, but such data are rarely collected for nonhuman, nonagricultural, or noncommercial systems. Monitoring programs for the prevalence and severity of wildlife diseases and their population- and community-level impacts must be implemented for a wider range of natural systems.

2. Separate the effects of multiple climate variables on disease. To accurately predict future responses to climate change, we must quantify the direct and synergistic effects of multiple climate variables, such as temperature and moisture, on disease. Separating the effects of these variables will require experimental manipulation in the lab or field. Pathogens with complex life cycles present a particular challenge because different life stages may be affected by variables with opposite effects on parasite fitness.

3. Forecast epidemics. Forecasting models using climate variables can effectively predict outbreaks for some crop and human diseases. Crop disease programs have long been in effect: potato late blight ( Phytophthora infestans ) is correctly forecasted 92% of years on the basis of number of days of rain (75), and rice blast ( Pyricularia oryzae ) models based on temperature and moisture forecast when an epidemic will start and when to apply fungicide for optimal control (76). Such forecasting programs are also in development for human diseases with climate sensitivity, such as Rift Valley fever, which is associated with warm El Niño events of high rainfall (43, 77), and cholera is predictable from sea surface temperature associations with El Niño (19). The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s coral bleaching program uses sea surface temperature increases in a location-specific algorithm to predict when and where coral bleaching will occur (78). Similar disease forecasting models should be developed for other threatened populations and coupled to models predicting epidemic impacts on hosts and ecosystems (79). Implementing such forecasting systems for diseases of threatened populations would allow intervention before climate-induced epidemics endanger host populations.

4. Evaluate the role of evolution. The rate of adaptation and evolution is an important unknown in any prediction of climate impacts (79). Overlooking the role of evolution can be particularly dangerous with infectious diseases (80). If shifts in host or parasite ranges lead to disease emergence, the rate of pathogen evolution and host evolutionary response could be critical to predicting disease spread and subsequent effects on biodiversity.
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